


A Demonstration

 Not going to present much, but will be offering a prize

 Provide an introduction to the tool and possible paths forward

 Seek your help to make our end result truly valuable

 Offer a prize



What is it?

 It is a late life planning portal

 Created through collaboration with some DNS members for future 
collaboration with all DNS members

 Designed to help the journey from operations, into late life, and 
through decommissioning

 Designed to drive down costs

 Designed to benefit all stakeholders



Benefits to Owners

 Learn from those who have gone before us

 Access to proven tools and templates, ready to adapt and employ

 Lessons learned and continuous improvement

 Assurance for project teams

 Improve project decision making



Benefits to Supply Chain

 Communication of required deliverables, decisions and their timing

 Increase standardization of deliverables across multiple owners

 Improve communication, common language and understanding

 Identify gaps in the market that can generate opportunities to the 
supply chain



Benefits to Regulator

 Improved communication between regulator and owners

 Increased consistency of approach and content, thereby simplifying 
review and agreement

 Provision of a check list of recommended requirements and their 
timing















Progress to Date

 Journey has started

 Structure is built

 Content offered to date is being reviewed

 Governance model is being designed

 Proving to work well as a communication tool



Future Thoughts

 Focus first on building the tool box

 Examine possible improvements

 Structure and repository for lessons

 Structure for high-level and focused training

 A progress tracking tool

 But, before all that…..



Immediate Desires

 We would like the tool up and running by November

 More importantly, we need your help to ensure the correct content 
and quality

 Several ways you can help

 Share your expertise

 Share your time

 Share your tools

 Share your support



How can you help?

 Let us know what you like

 Let us know what you would change

 Let us know what you can offer

 Let us know today

 Come and see us at the DNS booth

 Full demo available

 Volunteer information available



Questions to leave you with

 Your help can make our end result truly valuable

 What should we do first?

 Who can help us?

 How would you like to help?

 A prize

 What should it be called?


